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th o> 
I cane to tlailer's two chapters On George de tohrenschildt(two days after an ‘ > 

  

readings Joseph findéws lead review gin the Washington Post's weekly Book World Bee tion : i 2001 HOLL 

of Sunday, doril 50, 1995, Finder, the vogt gave us to understand, is aN expert on intel- 

igence and foreign affairs. Well, the Post did not put it precisely this way. +t said 

about ° ‘often."” 4nd there are those who write who think they are 
: \ 

wn Vee, th wel MID Wailer 
experts, on what _ about (hen they really are not apa © aA ahh «| 

    

us, rite 

Are “4? 

but then thgt they really are not expeyt doe. not mean that dasteata xy 

  

write about, say, intelligence, as “ailler did in his * ‘avlot' s “host. Ads we have 
ee 

wn 4 ae a Ls . 4 Ww 
seon he soon went to the CLA itsclf with his mea culpa, tha» he had veen “ong about 

it in llarLot's Ghot voc they verve rezlily the pillars of odr democracl, only he 

thought they should have ovlled a fev sore of those “wet jobs" that sound better than 
a 

“assassinations” to some Nokports." fh some Itinds of writings 

“o that any vanting fo cheo: cne out can do so i'd best give the page numbers and 

not just réfer to chapters. Nailer $s table of contents does not mention a single 

chapteyy 4nd there is no index. 

The book, ,as we sav, is realiy tuo books, the second decided upon artey hailer 

   nished - sor his own reasons Usiler does not call these tio 
, 

boks “ook 1 and Book 2. 4e falie® them Volumes One and Volume A He then divides each ) 
- ' 

i a 
YVolune into Parts. He dacntifies the parts wath rowan meabe Munerals. T.e first has nineg 

  

the Second. sieht. Bt is these parts tuat get divided into chapters. But there is no 

mention of chapters in the tablo am of contentd. Tae gnly listing of them is in the 

i N 

notcs. LEY se at che end of the bo Ky Vath no page nufbers mentioned in them. 
/ - é _ | 

The two cha ayrcos L Seba A Elser oa are in Part Il, which-as titled "charity 
= = = 

   

  

if 
eV 7 2 Gal pun : ene Woe. 3 j ee 

"Cavter 4 is titled, "he Weli-born friend, " Chapter 5, Not ing & 
4 

in Fort Worth. 

‘ 

“iiion Years. The first begins on 

  

second on 440, 

    

—_————_ 

tion we find of sinder's observation in these chat Zs that 

  

Tae first vali 

of observation " ist 

  

the yoors have brought no sfackening" ia haile “aunted povers 

  

tL 
ne gives & as De “ohren- 

  

Sebiloté Those “vaunted poe    did not extend 

 



Zz 4 

lis name. Wbh the man dead and wiitl 

Hh 

  

wth ng none of the disclosed hundreds of 

& dtr 

  

thousand of of Miclal pages worth even mention, leave alone use, he probably nevr @ot 

che name's signature. fand, bein, properly Spook oricnted, if not imuersed, he did not 

of 
Geusit the phone book. Ii he had weakened ani given up bis fHith in what Finders refers to 

1 at pewault 

as iis good inteliect, ne woulkc have found the listing efwhteh the r 1an/ ap roved iam 

sci vo ready and I quote Prom page 257 of che 1965 Dallas phone boo," de Mobren= 

sehildt Geo 3607 § Charming 521-1309". 

But it is, with out guestion the same guye 

Of icin thése are Wailer's first words in his chapter, "ithe well-born Feiend': 

err Gere is plac £ any 

< = 

ce where a narra a tive of .Ufmald's Life is bound to take on 

: : . . oe 3 . Me ~ . 4 - thes C 
seductive ambiguity of a spy novel, it is vith the entrance into fee's afiairs of 

n . / tay Loa 4 4 o — 4 pte 
Poron George De Mohrenschildt, a tali, well-educated, pwert ul, handsome fiftysone- 

ty i 

  

yeqr-old with an incomparable bios vephy a! 

acause none of the rest oi it u The ot the key word here is t is veue def in Vastly 

wn J] Ae Mmbry [ro ON u 
There was no “entrance fnto Lec's affairs" by the “baron, who never used that W . y 

b 

title "Seduction," like beauty, is in the mind ty L, WY) Wnilg wd plo 

There was no vay, none of any kind, in witich de Morrenschildt doom. 
oe » 

7 ul al ee ‘In actly 
By mind » not in any reality. 

roe { 4 F728 5 sf : 
entered into “ce's affai "seine Hatter "affairs" are in 

suald' The NMailer's"it" also applies to this part of 0 s lite. It 

"Not in a Mii) ion Yoars" is real for Chapter but not ag “ailer intends, The 

il 
"not in a million ycars" is api as a deseription of Mailer's s epy-novel imaginings. 

aftcer selective citation of % testimony about de Mohrenschildt ¥ 

{ 

she Comrisni ones 

      

   
    

none indi eating Lee a most oi vhe ae ps ath bl helt en ‘e Jeanne Macs to the Yswald s was 

(tn wetriut wikeondlin 9 Maley prove thy wo pond f “e 
———“to deliver fielp to Marina or the wee who were iin real neeu3 Haile: gets to ce “ohrenschildt's 

coming to the Yuited States, at “ew :oxk, qi" just pefore the Secon¢ varld War begzane : 

Iniler next says that Wine £ ollowing years he £ thed to join the USS, and his 

name vops up in intelligence files o: various couNtries over the next fifteen years, 

culminatings finally with some serious oonnections with the CIA, mast notably on 

geological surveys he did in Yugoslavia and West “frica to provide an overview of their 

oil resources



     

  

   

   
   

ul he is +hi—ts 
“f 

Without fous many more pages have reed) ae ares since I forced “the HBr to give me 

CA TEA-OB2t ty 1178 ang, 

the first o Tits de Hohrenschild = an jonce disclosed to me the PBI pflced them 

in its public reading room where they were available to all. All‘who wanted to see them, 

co 

\ all who unlike mailer wanted fact and’ futhe 

having and giving no sources is “sonia researched" writing to the Finders of deel



tw 

reali W j 
Lest the peesea, in an unglarded momen For blind faith in “ailer or in the yp 

Elnaers who lavish such praise on him take this lyterally, ij Mohrenschildt was not 

in Lugoslavia doz Willest Africa f @r the CfA. Me was looking fo black gold for himself. 

He was a geologist. 

But Aes us not hasten,as “ailer here hastens.He has no source not on de Mohren= 

schildt's Foopsanad up" in the files of Various countries. ft e says nothing about the 

available files Co out countrye Of which I have geveral on him Nailer could have 

secon haves ae) yal vr have. Maybe a thousand pagese SA htee /¥7A4 dere 
the wm OSS poe 

Mailer skips trom application to the #@Ato the much oz recent past, but the files 

on him do note There was more interest in hin then than there was until the assassination. 

and he did not makeg the OSS. The FBI suspected he might have some kind ot “azi 

connections 

Now if “oiler had really wanted to pin a spook tag on ¥ de Nohrenschildt, from those 

fiies on which he did not waste any time he would have seen the suspicion was that 

he served the "Preeg French," those who fought Hitler. 

oe of Ma ywhamee , 
Hoy if indolencef ienovands infec cdo not accgunt for it, whether or not Hailer 

was aWare of ity nad he used those readily available files, mostly of the FBI, he migh] 

have bad much more trouble writing the book he dide There is but cold comfort to his 

“prilliant" workin Them, 

Next Mailer says within parens wha] he doe not mean, i enaraajo says cy that 

geo “Logical work] it also involved much mapping f sensitive arease) It is not "needless" ) 

for Mailer, nfs indeed! And tha. alldzod mapping? Aside from how much he could have 

Govered by foot and by boat, with little possibility what he saw by boat had not been 

afd ved for p eons, liailer, ‘yinn 4 it, gives us no reason to bel fie that any mapping 

1 
he would like , beliicva 4, ehbtons childt did pe oduce <d vwhat Was not lnown other than 

nside /Yugos venta whan i adn Wel (lugren, 
   

  

If shere i$ qny r “dion to hal eal los. not tell us. Or even suggest 

What it indight have ben. 4s jus’ above we saw the importance of understanding his “if " 
‘\ 

when he use: it, here we sec the basic inportance of his hints- which are never based on 

Tact, PSason or even aly Sense
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wa 
wa ti Yhat @ hakler has a: sed, Finder tells us, "has not meant a slackening in 

vaunted powers .f observation." 

w somothnf 
tinder also say of tue book, it is "The result of ae only sailer could pull 

  

have puileca off, a brililaint blend of scholark obsession, journalistic shoe legther and 

s60d intellect. 

" One oi tis major sources is even the Warren Commis sion’ s investigation ." Eveh? 

1 : ‘i . ;: , Pep dae, . BO Ny Bane © momen ae Bade . . ; 
the Post tells us that "inder is an cx pert on intelligence and international 

hyeites"abort them" "often." afvairs. At least that he 

GQ) The tragedy is that Pinder has not the Slightest glimmer of what "only ifiler could 

have pulled off" but/that he did p "pull off.'" Not onlf herebut in the concept of the 

bodk and throvghout it. But Mailer does it all ovezr over again in his very next words, 

nothing omitted between them and the previous quotation? ef—them: 

   "On his return from Yugoslavia in 1957, he was debriefed by Je Walton Moore of 

he Denestic Contact Smarkee Division (not its exaet title) of the CIA in Dallase"(page441) 

In all 828 pages Mailer tells the reader nothing about the CIA domestic-contact 

work and to compound this Harry and historical fraud (which could have come from 

ignoraneé rather tha:/ intent) Mailer aids this lie two pages later£ as part of his making 

up a cas that did not exist: 

_ not 
"seelechnically pecking the CIA waa Supposed to go Mear him," meaning Oswald, 

nrc 
The CIA's Comestic-contacty werk was overt, unsecret- its offices were even listed 

   

under its name in the phone books, as other CIA offices were not. 

Its function is to question Gee, when they returne “his is a normal and in all 

ways sakive)) piper function of intelligence agenci, ose It is no more devious or secret 

that the reading of papers published abroad. And it does not make any kind of "agent" of 

¥lose it questions. 

For his own purposes here and elsewhere Mailer gives it a spooky and einiater mae 
referring to it as "debriefing" li 

fiers ond elewikers but At is merely Adiane people what they saw and heard, / nelupeira 4 “doh -! 
viewiu 4. 

If Mailer were not as ignorant of all fact about the ‘Ssassination and its investie
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Mera pares whin 
gations as he = at without that "scholerly" ignorance he would have had the great= 

est difficulty ‘west writing this dishonest work - he could have made his dishonest case 

with the reality: that the CIA claims it did not speak to Uswald on his return. The 

probability is that it did, whatever its\éason for denying ite But that it did not can 
( 

make the case Mailer phonies up and "pulls, off" with such "intelligence" experts @ as 

Dinos WA Diy Cow whf-o) - 
Iindere That the/DCs id not speak fo) anyone /ttho had spent years living in "“insk during 

f mye 

the cold war ‘Geet invan it go} that information from him clandestinely rather that overtly. 
1 Ww + re 

Which, anni aie to Mailer, ithe need the CIA had, as we seee 

For J. Walton Hoore, who was well-known through the area g as the CIA's donestigg WO ax 

contact chief for that area, ¢ to "debrief" de lohrenschildt on Yugoslavia was not in 

the sense Mailer implies any kind of sp¥oking. 4nd it was far from the dangerous role for 

Wwe ; Aly ,; 
the CIA that Mailer implies, as‘e’come to. /+ wad soAiry peor cual Ae jefe 

I illustrate with a story the late Yolix “reepe the well-known British author, 
ln ‘ Luwfliet (>) 

told mee He had just reTurned from Viet N ewas a well-known and articulate op= 
turth( 4 

ponent of United States policy theres 

  

    

    

  on instance of what might give the CIA 

  

there 

trouble if what Mailer refers to as "a direct debriefing" then "turned out badlye" 

In fact it did "turn out badly," from what Greene told me, Avyecuuse it was incompe- 

tent. "They didn't know what to ask me," he told me, " so I had to tell them what they 

were too dumb to ask mes" Greene believed,gs most people do, that governments should 

be accurytely infotmed because they make decisions, at least in theory, on what they know. 

Rather than resenting being questioned, there being no taint of any kind it to, 

despite the childish nonsense Mailer hokes up here, most people cooperate quite willingly. 

W ‘ineesStt those who had travelled to the USSR and particularly to Minsk gave the 

CIA, aven the pictute%s they took of Usd when they met him. 

Jn fact, so much was learned of Oswald when he was in the USSR there it nothing of 

any significance at all that lpiler adds in his account of it. fe adds detail, nothing 

else, as We S€6e But he obo . i Anyhy lind Lire. 1 detfbrtro- an 

Having cast deliohrenschilat in the role of a spook withmeither a single fact to 

support it and when plain common sense refutes it Mailer actually sags thet he had -
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an intelligence or CIA nf gano" to play with Yswalde (page 443) jer wr 

Before going into that, i fairness to “aller - if reporting that he took somebody 

else's idea as his own is fairness only = this particular irrationelity was not Mailer's. 

It was old and thoroughly discredited almost 20 ixers earlier. 

The notion tat de Hohrenschildt was a ¥ CIA spook seems to have originated with 

assassination theorists in Yatlase Jim Garrison adopted it as his own and as was his 

practice with what he took from others and presented as his own, headed. his own touch 

a } hi UY to ite He referred to #de Mohrenschildt as Oswald's CIA Yosbypsi-tter." Without using 
A 

those words that is Hilleiler's sick notfion. It is chedp tnolblizing of fact, of history 

and of truth. And, again as we soon see, it led to de Mobrenschildt's deathe About 

wh¢ich Mailer has another inve¥tion he presents as his own when it isn{te Except to 

intelligence "experts" like indersit degenerates into the ridicukous: 

Y 
| ‘The — 

FBI by its charter did not deal with foreign affairs and the CIA 

’ most certainly did! C urse, by 1964, De Mohrenschildt’s game 

| had been seriously skewed because of the assassination, and the 

CIA could wreck his project in Haiti if he now connected the 

fH Agency in any small way with Oswald. 

| SaReRTHPIGEEROWSTEL the CIA had had need of someone with 

| Sia. Lee was an unkown quantity. Even as 

| the KGB had contemplated the possibility that their Marine defec- 

tor was some new kind of CIA agent, now the CIA could return the 

compliment. Was the KGB engaging in a novel ploy? Oswald could 

have been sent back from Russia for purposes of Soviet propa- 

ganda. A direct debriefing, ifit turned out badly and Oswald found 

a newspaper that would not hush it up, could prove internationally 

mbarrassing and, worse, would injure relations once more with 

. Edgar Hoover: Oswald was now ostensibly under FBI jurisdiction. 

Technically speaking, the CIA was not supposed to go near him. 

Yet, the CIA needed to know what Oswald, after living in the Soviet 

Union for two and a half years, could tell them about life there. A 

debriefing in depth could fine-tune their knowledge. The need 

was real, but the operation, while small, had to be delicate. They 

would go in for an unwilling debriefing—even. as Oswald had been 

debriefed in Moscow without formal declaration. ( QU#< YY3 

gt 
/ fd



  

sfecge was never #"debriefed in Moscow. ‘T hak he was not led to paranoidal 
(A 

cf usidctons. But as Yuri Nosenko told frist the FBI and then the CIA, the KGB's 

Intourist people told it that Oswald was “undependable" and they th ouget ter wanted 

only to get him out of their countrye 

M6 V



Even the first words of this direct quotation are false. Whether from Nailer's 

permeating ignorance of such matters, despite his novel about them, Harlot's Ghost, 

DTU mM 
which he soon inYokes as a legitimate authority, or from his remade making up a 

case out of nothing at all Au yd Ate, dud badda the cyst he uronde Thats padle on 
Wy and on Aer pilin Ae 

To hide this Hailer eS words that apply to neither the FBI nor the CIA, "foreign 

affairs," That is not what "the CIA most certainly did" deal Fact is the exclusive 

turf of the State Department. 

What the FBI did "most ceftainly"/eal with and the CIA was precluded from is 

what Haste id talking about, unterintelligence Within the United States. 

In doting to what he calls deliohrendshiddts "game a " that was "seriously skewed 7 

“aller is careful not to say what that Verame "ss, That wa 8 wise of him, it not existing 

at alle 

Likewise Mailer does not undetake to explain the impossible, good as it soundsyto 

the novelist pretending to bewiting history and unable to escape thinking and writing 

as a novelist, how the assassination could have gf ‘skewed" ite y ot had Lftted. 

4t the time of theassassination and for many months prior to it de Mohrenschildt was 

in 4aiti, working on a deqgl that came to nothings How he could have influenced Oswald in 

any way from there can be imagined only, and it cannot be even inptwesd with rationality. 

Moreover , eather the governnent nor Mailer no¥ any of Teka ahs had the same child- 

ish idea before yeig ny wat ¢ came up wbth even a suspicion that there had been any contact 

between Oswal ae "baby sitter" for all those monthse 

This is dishonest Writing, nothing better and when it deceived the Finders it could 

deceive most readers who tend to trust what they read, partpoularly from those with big 

repu. vations; sick whether or not those reputations vl, deserved 

Wrapped up in {yi , they in the imaginings 4 nie tl A that works as 

he wants it to work much better when it is ignorant, and phonying up more of his non- 
(/ 

existing case, Mailer refers to the KGB's ‘domp eontemplat " whether Oswald was 

"some new kind of CIA agente"



Bh 

NEw 

(These are also referred to as "agents in place" because they can @ be "dormant" 
\ 

for yéars and then used |]



4A 
it] 

Her e were have, froin Mailer himself, the evidence that he isignorant of both 

inteLliggénce matters anct-werldiag and of the disclosed fact of the assassinations 

Unted Ye 
Whatever Mailer may have gotten fron the Minsk KGB the official ecords that 

were readily available to him of which he does/¥ot use a single page in all his 828 pages, 

and my books which brought them to light and reported on them, would have told taster 

the truthe But the one thing he could not abide if he was to have this book is the truthe 

What I réported 20 years earlier, in Post INortem, is what the KGB headquarters 

actually suspected and thimea over to its people in llinsk,. That is, as I wrote its 

. ".eethe Russians actually halle ee thet Oswald was a iks"sleepyé;" or "dormant" 

American agent and had him and bis mail underSurveillancefallthe time he was 

in the USSR."(pake 627) SK, /s714 

My cited sources are FBI regports on its inf érviews with the defected KCB 

  

Moscow executive Yuri hpNosenkos 

Not only did Mialer, Schiller et al get no more significent information from 

\44 
other ‘than self-styled/inteLligence eee and faesparate nov ist facing a thas 3CO y 

the Minsk KGB than seat the FBI and then the CIA, but as its obvious to all 

a real disaster, platting anyone to able to use him in the future is as old as the 

bible in intelligence. Mornent" or "sleeper" agent is not by any stretch of aven a 

Mailer-like imagination "some new kind of CIA agen 

But to the unquestioning, it reads well and is excitinge 

As most lies can be made to\ Some 

What follows iin what 1 quote above from “atler was the concern not of the ors} 

but of the FBI and in pursuances of that ‘yg responsibility opened cases on both 

Oswaldse lf they had been of any interest to Mailer I goede: “EX several FOIA 

lawsuits and he could have had them as other? including his prized source gf “erald 

Posper | did have access to them. 

What “atter next says is not even good fictions 

"A direct briefing, if it turned gut badly and Oswald found a newspaper that
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herbi 3 
Whatever the ghost -or is it the navotyy -of Harlot's Ghost could have had in 

mnind-again fit anything at allyin inventing "an “unwitting debrgifing." 
Unlesd tis 

Never heard of it in my day in intelligence. edt some new kind of cé hputer 

enhancement of BSPY,No computers in my day in that worke And we had little use for ESP 

in it, either. 

_ 
apthp gi though this kind if tradeéraft jargon is ¥ also



ee 

would not hush it up, could prove internationally embarrassing and 9 worse, woujd injute 

relations once more with J. Edgar “oovere" 

In none of this does Mailer say nod expect in Ge novance quoted earlier, that 

"foreign affairs" was the CIA's responsibility under its "charter," which it is note 

The azestioning of returned travellers was exclusively Phe GA's, not thse FBI's 

responsibility, The FBI juvisdiction, and this is what was prohibited the ft CIA, was 

&@go. counterintelligence within the Uni tiga States. 

But how this n@ rita, ‘ver everyday questioning could have “tunedy out badly" Mailer 

does not (Bays Me raeason is that it is not true. 

There was no news in questioning returned g¢travellers and there was no news in it 

if any one declined to be interviewed. So, there was nothing to # “hush up" and Mothing 

that could possibly "prove int rhationally embarrassing." if the CIA's DCS questioned 

Oswald. 

Loe 
Thus Mailer docsngt explain how any of his penny-dreadful imaginings was or ould 

have been sesetvie/’ pe} were not, not g si nelqonalog his inventions that ar? so 

indispensible to his having any book at all. 

The rest of the direct quotation abod is also not even good fictions 

The CIA had no urgent need to know what Oswald Learyted pratt or living in the Soviet 

[{niion for two and a half years" and what he knew could not really fie tune," whatever , 

éf anything at all, Mailer may meaty by thati the CIA's "nodledge." BescesYnssi for a 

§) debriefing in depth" is another inveltion. What Yswald could have said could have 

been of a little use, the part that mailer Wife, as we cpme to, buff tre was no 

reason even to suspect that the CIA wanted and "would go for an unwitting debricfins." 

[TAMR sass vosic to the fiction Nailer "pulls off" as nonfiction ‘bet it is not real, not 

a single word of ite 

Nad levhad to make it up so he could continue to invent a nonexisting inteLligence 

u ‘| p 
vole for the safely-dead deMohnreschildt, safely so he could not sues’? 

Barrellig along to the delight of other experts who, like inder, become experts 4



  

4 by, 
through their ow fictions, “uke Fimten Mailory resume, noth¢ ‘ondtted in quotation with 

an excerpt from de Hohwensi gt s deposition when he was anestiaaes Py Commission 

counsel Elmer Jennere Jenner wanted a know how many mate be Mohrenshildt saw Oswald. 

For all the world as though/he should have kept book on how many times he def've his 

wife to the Oswalds when she delivered clothing or food, when all the Dallas-area 

White Russian community were concerned about what they eonsidevea the needs Oswald could 

not meet of his infant daughter ‘Junes Nailer not @nly es this appear to b@ sinsiter, 

Ge he takes a Jenner question and the answer to invdi f hin to invoke his own eminent 

authority, his novel Th at, as we have seem, he confessed to the: Sgn ( ‘CIA was a bughh 

bunch oft TAPe 

Jenner or asked if rata lighr@nschildt only by it was both of them ,man 

and ite, it was also the a white Russian comi. unity 4 if he "had approached 

th. O 
[people |g to > anni tam conte there were so lonesome." (page 444) # de MohrenshGuldt, 

ZS 

again saying "because they were so lonesome, " said that he dide 

/ w 

That this is a standard intelligence device and nothings else Nailer proves" with 

his novel in which he makes a name up for its 

wv In the novel Harlot’s Ghost, Hugh Montague, also known as Har- 

lot, gives a lecture on the procedures employed to gain the confi- 

dence of a person who has been selected as a target for espionage. 

“Disinterested seduction,” Harlot assures his CIA class, is the 

underlying mechanism. He then asks: 

“Would any of you be familiar with the cardinal law of 

salesmanship?” 

Rosen’s hand shot up. “The customer doesn’t buy the 

product until he, accepts the salesman.” 

“Perfect,” said Harlot. “I, as the principal, am there to 

inspire the putative agent—my client—with one idea. It is 

that I am good for his needs. If my client is a lonely person 

with a pent-up desire to talk, what should be my calculated 

response, therefore?” 

—— “Be there to listen,” said several of us at once . 

(Ate
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A 

"Disinterested seduction. ty how Little we knew about it in my day, which was not 

all that long ag ter pater no longer needed diapers. How the ar} and the science of it 

matured and/gxexxge grew since then. 

"Seduction" ? P"Disinterested", too? Disinterested seductéion. Hinman» 

Ordinary, everyday seduction is old in intelligence. SARK(KURX the Mata fiard kinds 

Not only the fabled Mata “ari practised it, men did too. Only the performance 

of some of the naa hota. was not quite as good as some of the "custromers" 

antifipated when engines it was being surveillede 

  

No, Rosens all, surveilling it w electronically umt as wells optically was not 

cgwermtl - tn peed 
While we as well as the Finders may be as impressed by the mind that yoonceited 

invented by ARE Minslce 

this rare concept of effective intelligence we muct be careful not to let his 

@ disinterested seduction divert us from the realities that do not come from his Harlot's 

Ghost, unprecedented a source as that is for he-nonfiction writing. Which in itself 

is rare for Nailer. 

It is, however, a real "first," the kind that Schiller loved and regarded as real 
of 

accomplishments, wity donate phbiic hate Ce ee can 

SU
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This is the real jargon of real intelligences It does not come from Harlot's Shost 

Or is it by now a ghost's harlotégg? 

Whatever it is, from it



      

we shpuld. a= 
yi h il 

Ehic-must—be-z. first in nonfiction writing, using a novel as Broctp, as fact, 
Tay prachey 

as an cceptable source, when that novel snes years earlier aleoseattle by its author ) 

arp if 2 AW ip slit 
himself who is the one who Sg im jh ie y oy widtipr o/ 4 WN “4 

UM / Cake ag Wwo%areadl Wn Who Lt 

Yesprte this fictionizing to make his case “ailer then plays it down by concluding 

‘hat Nailer here-ranibles on with more quoted #zea Dis nog?] does not mean that 
a — — > 

x ee 

this passge saying, xt@fxemuxyss"Oswald, of course, was not being developed as an agente" 

The only possible explanation forall this poppycock to vistimize de “ohrenschildt and 
avd adymea wn wn 2 | lrselytily fel, Maly jeg tity pe Ih LL hulle. —D) 

“Sap welts ie vendor tvdivers Like Pinder is) what was exclusively the FEI's 
vu Mia — 

jurisdiction from lahich the ery fea (opera, "to determine whether &e the KGB had 
[OiuAM * "G0 

turned him pate their agentees" (page 445) iinfened, ming you, means that Oswald 

was a CIA agenty, something Mailer can only imply with his novelization of all 

A reyality. If Oswald had been been an 4merican agent he could not have been?#l" turned." 

lg0A = 
fro Wailer springs ahead fo "the morning of “arch 27,1977," saying that 

f'gavard Bpstein hea just finished his first sesssion with George De “ohrenschildt in 
we i “ tut 

Palm Beach fihat Nejter does ndi say, does not even indicate, is Why’ de Mohrenschildt 
A, / ‘ 

was doing in Palm “each, If had what he d that follows would have been im- 

  

LU/, 

possible. e421, it was not really is trenton ife presents it as his but it had 

delighted the nuts of the Kennedy assassination ngthblogies for more than a deacdes 

In gorrisons's day ome Sage } 
Zz 

the Dutch TV reporter “alien 4A Oltmans. fle interview de Mohrenschildt in depth in 

  

} 

howere able to make misuse of aefalwensoht iat was 

  

this country and then, when de Hiohiktenschi lat had failed considerable from the constant 

presures of those wild and ji uninhibited imagiers ons in pffegt kidnapped him and 
ae y 

| =o o _ [__———> / 

tookhim to Busopee In de 4ekvend Mthrenschildt's accunt heyescaped and made his way kpi ap socg wd 
Luba 

back to the United States. Just before ane faim ® each he had been institutionalized 

  

   

2 
in the psychiatric section of Dallas ' farkland Hospital. Wheshe was rleased and went to 

a A Ani — = 

Paln econ to fhe home of a friend)to recuperate the entrbre community of assassination 
; dak Kip Wdetuoh lo p recap ol 

nutywas warned to leave him ance (by the Daljas Morning Ms’ then top i ‘hvestigative 
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AK 

"presumeably," huh? 
z 
SF 

Mailer resorts to qualifications, suppositions, conjectures, inventions, outright 
fabrications _ devious can 
favbiantieki the other/evices a talented writer with a gift for words one #6 

white telling himself and his editorsand publisher that hp has made a conditional 

statement, not an unequivocal one,when his writing is designed to mae be taken as 

unequivocal. Here his unconscionable dishonesty has the Hepose of attributing motive te 

de Hohnrenschildt other than the motive he hdd had for killing himself, Moiler con- 

trived this to tell the reader that the real reason de Mohrenschildt killed himself was 

fear of exposure from the testimony he knew he had to face. 

Whatever may hve been in Mailer's mind, however confident he may have been about 

what he wrote, it is unconscionable by any rational standard.0\ ptenduad owmiOn ¢ ( ii 

ne a writes uff he says is nonfiction has the minimum responsibioity of knowing 
o b 

thé fact, the truth, aout what he is writing abouts 
Y 

Even Mailer's determined refusal to learn what the established facts are, and no 

writer could have been any more determined to keep ni/self ignorant of them, could not 

possibly have left him unaware of the nant times de “ohrenschildt had been questioned, 

had given testimony under oath and subject to the penalties of perjury, with not even a 

lg 
trace et ths wretchedly evil thing Nailer is up g to and is essential to his corruption 

of otr his ¥ moneye) Mailer himself in this book quotes de Mohrcenshildt* s Commision 

= ‘or the presidency of the rican bar agao Lation er also cites’ the FBI's questi Ging 

of de Mohrenschildt. It was much more extenisve than “ailer indicates and as he also 

do not indicate, the best FBI agents were sent to Had td to question him there, tooe 

These questioners alone are inferior to those jerks, often kjads just out of law 

achool, who would question him for the House assassins committee? Can Mailer possibly 

believe that? 

if is not possible to condemn this kind of deliderntely dishonest writing mox than 

it deserves. Although wold-class assassination ignoramus that he is Mailer does nit hav,



Ls? 

te operations / 
the re—notew}—-eunetest u & dderstanding of the P FBI's COINTELPRO pewtions /of which he 

thot / 
writes extensive inthis pathetie Mai Tales of his) shat Mailer €& here sobhe 

ae mM lo let tae oe poor dead de aoe one of the FBI COINTELPRO operations of 

which I have full accounts from FBI files, its effort to get “artin Luther King, Jre, 
UL 

au towels (thew WO Fb CULN TEL PADS some with, ewfel cnvaep    fart toe 
fhe “gilers in that infamous case were those higherups in the FBI who bucked that 

mae 

proposal up to Hoover, those in its vaunted lab who created a fake tape and composed 

Sasa letter, all without leaving: a fingepptint on anything, the the Special agent 

who died only recently, lish (right) Whitson, who flew to Tampa and, with extreme care 

not to leave a fingerprint on the packagé, maited the phang tape Me otis to King's 

wife. 
M alle 

“11 of this: exeorable) writing, all of it based on lies, ignorance, conjectugss 

and to build a nonexisting case, je had -has one/purpose only* to make ae appear to 

trusting readef's and phony “experts" like Pander who are so asifeud ari xdous jotta 

their own preconceptions ar! pwojuaices while ¢ expressing their a of this 

fraud overloaded with Pulitzers that Be Mohrenschildt was guilty ant Mailer charged 

and for that reason only killed —"



Je 
(xt& 

If Mailer were not the ort, sirsoc'vnatior ignoramus that along with his ego 

alla wp the promise of seme a large sum of money from/it are his sole qualifications to 

/ uy 

even dreaming of writing on this sfibject, he would have known that most by far of those 

— 

LL 
who were sateen wes, by the Hoglse assassins committee and its investigators were not 

called to testify.
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For what Epstein "learnell and used in his book that after reformulatpon was titled 

‘$n Legend, for which mailer had high regard, Mailer hinself hadja for fekot favorite 

uf a 

word, bulishit." It was an earlier Mailerization of our history- snot eR ison



Favl Cols, 

reparter and assassin&tion expert, Bark-Ghlz. Earl is my source on this, He also 

warnyled the House assassins comm tt” of deliohrenschildt's vulnerabilitye 

These are the realities, the Ww vel1-lnov! realities, that if Heiter misrepresdfts 

to ce up his phony and éeSm defamatory # case against the dead deliohrenschi late we 

4nd if by some chanfep /ailor vas unaware of thepa foes that not in itsef) digi yality 

him and his virting- excesf as the fiction it is and he plahs off as nonfiction? 

Mailer follows this Saying that Bpotel/ nas to have returned to @ resume his 

interview after lunch but before theh pe Mohrenschildat "hearted that an investigatir 

from the House 5 Bl Select Coknittee on Assassinations wished to meet him and to talk to 0B 

hin, That, presumeably, sits the prefgce to the subpoenacing for new testimony, uo / 24 (vy 

Although we resume quotati’ on of Heiter with nothing omitted, here it 1 cen 

to point out that the House assassins committee interview did not nan that a subpoena 

would be i asued later. 1 could, in actuality eta rather than in “ailerts fami 

fabrication, have meant the oe site, that thereaft @r the eo would have had no 
U bt Chine 

interest in de . “ohrenschi Tdt ial here the impwrtance shat ailer's corruption; of 

veality, like all of them Heouzioat the™ - wile to build up phony cases, ig= 

nores de Nohrenschildt's severely distresse emotional state from nf’spitali zation and 
/ 

treatment of which he had just emerged. He wasif,as arl BY%olz and the QD: illas Horning News 

\ enrdisz 
had 1 iyphed, Very a very “yi vulnerable. Mailer's 's tale ayeontinues: 

rly as feasible with the House Select Committee on Assassina- 
tions. De Mohrenschildt promptly killed himself with a shotgun. 

‘eo ore De Mohrenschildt could control his inter- 
ways ee with Epstein to a considerable degr ee, but that would not be 

For Epstein’s literary purposes, the suicide was a catastrophe. He 
had already learned quite a bit and was anticipating that he would 
hear a good deal more. Back in Washington, among those Com- 
mittee members who believed that elements in the CIA had been 

_ a | responsible for Kennedy’s death, De Mohrenschildt’s abrupt ter- 
= mination was assumed to be a murder. 

/ 51 D The kind of persona Wailer is he reflects here by a total ahsemce Seance ef sorrow 

fae the man's death. 4s we have seen, there is not a vifrd of truth in any of this Mailer 

writing that comes from the depths of his ignorance and his needs + should also be hoted 

1S 1% a6 ly
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hf IS) 

that “ailer has no sflwce BE indivated for any 94 of this. That is because there is 
Wrruerts bow 

no sgurce for any of it, not a single word of ite use the word Mailer likes so much, 

what he says about "those Gaxexmm Comnittee mombers who believed that elenent smart 

of the CIA had been responsible for Kennedy" sldeath" is bullshit. 

Not a single Member of the committee has made any such statement. 

Mailer makes this up to advance his fabrication that de “ohresnchildt was CIA, was 

Oswald's “baby sitter" as Garrison and othes called him and to give ¥ credibility 
on 

to all of of his/éondemable mendacities, 
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Ths. is like the computer saying, "garbage in, garbage out," but it is worse te 

\\t nv 
garfage. *t is manetaotunpily (hag no ey, e basis at aul, ‘is not even responsible 

yy? Auth . 

conjecture. it agedy’ ag cYrrpuption of (reality for “ailer's att-emtp to save his book. 

There is no way in which de Mohrenschildt “could control his interview with 
f XY 

Epstein"that, if he intended to or even 43 te, both of which “ailer from the 

depths of his pérsonal corruption suggests, that he covld not have used with anyone 

else, including the committee - if the committee wanted to ask hig what Hagler tania, 

and=¢s—en impossibilityse De Mohrenschildy coyld have refused toe to tein at all. 
uf LY thettommnaty nv ete eT C-gaten’ Fong h pees: 

He could have } _ ‘ongi- Xf Fonzi s 40 hime If Fonzi then retur- 

ned with a subpoena, ea that had been falsely aee alleged eh btn Dee oe 

schildt could have refused to say a word under his Constitutional protection of the 

Fittth Amendment» . fy 
+o avoetlhw be 

But ler makes it up that de Nohrenschildt had something to hide, After all his 

Vommission tesyi my, all those interviews, all the in-depth I"BI interviews. Not only 

   

\ 
did what “ailer attributes to ae(ohrenschilat not exist, Yot only did he have no reason 

for even an informed suspcicion that it or anything like it could e#ist, there is no 

possibility that Epstein or Fonzi could have earned from him what was not already 

learned and amply recorded. 

Tho plain and simple truth is M4 that ¢he killed himself not to have to “Ba 
feat hese pr surcor” a |t 0 eid 

speak to Fonzi. pressures after all those years oft presaribs, after his va 

2 
lengthy hospitalization and watniont for them, were just too muche H, could fade no more 

: tof, Chatness, wre wWiyre ankY / 
ue mises and terrorizations from those of evil mind, of evil intent, gross and 

serge trove Me cord mua lungpr hey Pte Te full > Aoceffure hrs ame, ys 

‘ na that not fear of facing Fonzi, is why he killed himself. ud 207 
D> : they and others 

Only to have Finder and the Post kill w of evil intent and deliberate 

~ de nag va $ hifles 
ignorance did to kill what had been pepmitted to remain of eoutatione 

AWM 

This is but one illustratpon of Mailer's deliberate corruptions of our histery 

for his own selfish, commercial purposes. t+ is but one of many illustrations ,ef whet



IS) 

of how the matjor media makes itself abrty to the corruption of our history by 

having such unqualified, prejudiced and ignorant sycophants as Finder rite prin: 

hoa. fe, 
reviews that will attack more interest to the corruptions of the Mailers alka the—hike. 

It was disgust over this particular plumbing of the lower depths of literary in- 

decency that impelled me to write this alate ending of those two Mailer chapters 

of attempted literary ssassination of the dead and innocent de Mohrenschildt coincided 
' e 

ene es nten atraacity. giced “4 Ms an drt JW . 

There is sp # fuch of an over-abundance of this in “ailer's Tales: he pretends are 

Oswald's I will not even think of addressing all of theme D address more than en- 

ough to leve leave this without anypivestion at alle The fruly great number of them 

cores from the combination of Heiler's subjectnatter ignorance he has preserved with 

such determination over so many years in whigh he vas running off at the mouth about it; 

by his recognition of the fact that nighbsuald in Minsk was a dud he had to try to 

bring to life somehow; Me tts complete lack of seruple in trying that;by his belief that 

he had a clique of devoted followers who would praisd ho matter how bad a book he did; 
, 

and among other things,\/that world-class ego of kis that would not let him face the 

ecte, actuality that he reapined\iné—« ignorant abZut the assassination and about Oswald 

and that what i been bought in Belarus, formerly part of the Soviet Union, where it 
with trifling added detail +6 4 Q\0 

had any worth at all, merely duplicated/what had long been publicly avatlabled 
_ Stabbing 

For the Norman ‘#1 Nailer who was capable of twice ‘stbbiyig his first wife, coming 

ose to killing her,\jwhat he fReed confront tino challenge he 48 was last 

  

Bw unwilling to confront or was not able toe      “then trying to get her to(the police about i 
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aolt might be argued from the following week's “ook World that fandom House was 
——s 

not unappreciative and not reluctant to express its flovreciation as the Washington 

Post's stockholders and inidatrebees would appreciate, with what is not all that 

eommen in Sook World, a full page ad for the booyover which "inder pais then 

the time spread in publishing sections like “ook World that ad had to have been placed 

before the issue was printed. That, of course, does not rule out the possibility that 

Dp 
Random House knew in advance ahat Finder would A say aaut th coat wuld pollo ! 

eds a picture of Nailer 

S | ie book's pliyat- jacket 
n qa warm jacket such as is needed iu colder climes imposed on what—la the-oskhe—third 

Jjoret ure, dt ee, 
of. the negative of a photograph of the fpoondefloor ff 

avert wAvick eof lear? The ey ane (ster. Metin we Due y Ve 

artment the Yswalds had in Fort Worthy O give Lt wg a @astly appear: ancee Almost 

? 

   

      

like an x ray. 

Again Phiter' s name is in large capital letters with the title taking up about as 

much space. The heading on the short text of the ad reads,"Beyonft Hyth, 4eyonf Murder, 

Beyond Anything You Have Ever Mead." The short text that foblows says that nobody 

before Nailer asked, "Who was Oswald?" Mailer's "brilliant answer." Random House says, 

comes from “pls exclusive access to KGB documents." 

It is not new at all that fraudulent advertising includes books and their publishers. 

Bowie, who oe heen siblyexpect Random House to spend this kind of money, soe A 

few books ever woe ts singly it all with a concised truthful statement,’ Beyond Belief &," 

" af ig et Val kcode Bed uglier pte ble teen AO host uni~ 

versalas vias the inability of reviewers, if they had iupartial, scholarly intent, to know 

ushat af wha] “ailer wrote isiact, what is fiction, what if asything is new and what did 

or could have any meaninge 

Of the other prepfblication reviews Random House used in this ad She Atalntic, Beh 

Monthly's review is quotdbd as saying, "Co’stantly facinating and clearly importante 

Journalism at its best." 
por 

The Kurkus Revidews, which jeom to exist to oveivate what can be used in wbmxrtksing 

praising any kind of literary junk at all, has this excerpted from its glorification
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of IS Konstirous rewriting of our tragic history, “Impressivley textured..-Judicious, 

peinstaking, and imaginativesee" 

Random House used one word only from Booklist: "“agnificent." 

ie New York “dines was not absomtely schoid it had two different reviewer¢s 

read a single book byVorman Hailer entitled Oswald's Tale and like those tabbed Wise 

yon of Hindistan in the ~“John Godfrey Saxe fable, ‘aa 2d fan goed the ont 

find that eJephant to be anything but an ewpbent tee? rope, a spear, a snake, a fan 

a tree gnd a wall. 

published Apri 25 
In a review of almost half a standard-size newspaper page/Michiko Kekutani condemned 

Mailer's Tales for what it was,using such words as "cumbersome" a cut=and=paste job, 

"speculation," "cockie-cutter" writing, boring, pompous, derivative, solfyistic," "@ifficult 

ese tO believe," "a tiresome rehashing of familiar details and \deuments," “eccentric, 

pfared-donfi Englis "for the Rssuian spoken to him,;"a scisors-and-glue job", "heavily 

eubroidered", portentous", ‘i ong-winded and ultimately superflous book," that at its 

best is/"harmlessly looney." 

But in the lead #, cover review of that same Times' Sunday Book Review section off five 

days leter Thomas Powers" reviw review, headed "The Ming of The dassasin," with the sub- 

head reading, "Norman Mailer pursues the secrets of Lee “arvey Oswald," while saying of 
Lo mith rnnider, ° 

the same book, "There is nothing new in it," dees—not_cendema-it. Powers praises “ailer 

for his use of "the mountains of evidence collected by the Warren Vommission" a of 

Epstein's ‘Legend, Posefic's Case losed and Priscille Johnson licMillan's Marina and Lee. 

He is less flattering in saying that "Mailer the author comes to roaring life only 

a with his'speculations' some of which set a new record even for Mailer for stying 

the law of gravity." 

Powers concludes, 

"For success Mailer must draw on a reader's reserves of Human empathy here, and 

If am afraid mine are not quite up to tlc jobe eee I admire “oiler f r his effoytess.” 

  

mt not exactlyp prahse 4 but not at all the ter thorough-going eceméemnation of the 

daily Timese Yet can cither of these |eviewers have read the book read by The Atlantic
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Monthly's reviewer or the 11 three monkeys w ho read it for Zhe Kirkus Yeviews mx 

and Book List? LY Erdle mut lhe “padiny rts? 

The earliest gat = Mailer's Tales I have is from Publishers Webkly dated “arch 20. 

As with all Yagazines, it appared before that date. Random House informed that major 

publication of the book trade, which depends entirely on pubdisher advertising, that 

publication was to be in “ay. Yther dates in the media indicated ae as middle of May. 

Random Houseljeems to have ritshed appearance after this ad@. It is not usual for 3 to 

speak only of bhdks from publishers from whom it Bootes ade And Random House is 

at the top of of Mejor book publishing empire. Fc tet along with ridicule this review 

nates refers to the various kind of conjec!uaés on which “ailer depends and then uae 

uses words like "unconvincing," "pretyétious" and "plodding" hearribe a7 fort ’ 
en te Peat fant “bye 

I had this wei written before that full-page ad imtheBost appeared) and i4@ 

certainly was written CH ster the Publishers Weekly 2 review was r%aa at the Post 

whether or not by Finder, I therefor see no reason for shifting the focus from Finder 

and the Post, especially not because the uncritica I and uninformed praise that Finder 

does not at any point dilute is typical of all the reviews of which t knowWe 

. Keays too, piss on de Morhenschikdt's grave along with our history and they, too 

are responsible for the wider dis}ribution of this commercialied corruption pf our history 

and ty for the harm done innocents like Marina, who was invodved in nothing, was privy 

to nothing, had no yc Inowledge of any kind about theassassination, and was the victim 

of monstrous abuse by our government, the government that under so many different ad- 

misistrations condemed the government of the land from which she came and where for 

all their abuses nothing like it was visited upon her. 

Without the Finders and the other reviewergs who vied with each Oat deseribing. 

pt Aree aud ddth ) 
this it literary dung as manna and with the publications that-Sée—te-it; wiiietmockckh 

WW Nee. ny 
without the Random Houses whe-pay/for it all and beige’ it all to pass and the Jarrange/) 

y 

for maximum attention to it, this part—ef=the corrpting and influential part of the cd 

JFK assassination industry would not exist.
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That there are few legitimate subjectpmatter experts who could be asked to write 

the review, which is oe does not excuse this massive pBouting of hogannahs for 

Mailer's avi Ding han bor Posdlers, which, also from Random House, prefeded=—. But 

they can all, duet anyjindicationof s single except, : ite wht they did without con- 

/ 
sulting those who do have suiec subject-matter knowledge and ost in such bliss pray 2/ 

  

such unconscionable outrages to the heavens was not inevitable and is no justification 

of it. 

When Publishers Wee. 'd revkewer so lon; in advance of any other review whote 

  

   

  

    

    

    

    
   

   

of the book as he did all the others were on informed notice and mostly, like Finder and 

the Book World editor, they ignored it. 

Yet these same elements of the major media ai lament nationwide disenchantment 

with the government while not 0D esos contributiong to it, hy causing it when they try 

to stuff this avful stuff down the Retionad throats 

If any single reviewer or any single TV or radio show host, having rea the book 

and seeing what it says about Oswald in “‘insk and what it a says{uboutyher phoned. Af avina 

to ask her if it is true or if any of it is not true, I spoke to her after the barage 

of pre propaganda to promote M Mailer's book and Ce oe it were we 11 begun 

and she did not indkcate that a single Ge aea-teat, 

[It is to be hoped that if and when’ they learn they will not be proud, no matter 

how much they wex @ paid or ¢what other benefit they got from their support of this 

newest version of the official assassination mythologye / ord QR) > 

Not one seems to have asked if there were what was once the norm ig nonfiction 

publishing, peer reviews. This polesCould not have been recommended by any legitimate 

ewe That also is not}unusual for Random ouse.



lars e Nerina Porter B/11 /95 

1850 Fat 550 
Rockwall, TX 75807 

Dear Marina, 

After speakingato Deborah Vrouch yesterday I returned to the wiritng and when I 

resumed it again this morning and came to what Ma marked for writing and then forgot g 

about I was puzzled. Abhut’ az several things that may be of interest to youe 

One is that as best a non-lawyer can determine, and | am not a lawyer, I think 

that iiailer oases the line that distihguishes whether any person whp can be refer- 

red to as a "public persona" can sue for libel. That is malice. If this is true, or & 

even can merely be argued in court, then it is to wonder why “ailer did it, assuming 

he is not mad (a question I raised in writing earlier this “ovine, and why Random House, 

which has the bes}~ lawyers, published ite One can conjecture about this endlessly and 

not being a lawyer + dv not, at least now now. 

I do not know how much of that atviicoty you have read. Nailer said in an interview 

I have that you read all the Minsk part and said to him "Telstoy it. isn't." An under~ 

statement. If yoy could bring yourself to reaef that volume, «& he \a1is what was what he 

contracted as "Oswald ih liinsk," you may have observed what follows. 

Pirst Mailer uses Herezhinsky fo det ame you, saying among other things that you 

were expelled from Leningrad because you weru a whoree Ue also quotes you as telling £hke 

them you were raped. In. the part where he uses ne nr ay he also has what makes a liar 

of Mereghensky. That alone causes wonder about what ké~ ad ibe Then later he admits, 

whé te near the end of that Volume he reinterviews hin, that time with his mother, to 

refer to him as a 'Yrodiglous liar" ahd to say that, and this is paraphrase, not o, word 

he says can be believed. That alone was more than enough to cause all of that writing to 

be eliminated. He published the defamation that was based on "frodigious" lying. 

While I cannot begin to understand that any decen¢ man would question a woman about 

anything like thet, they did. What you told them in all I have no way of knowing(and I'm 

not asking) but what Mailer used is more than your telling him it was a rapee What ra 

forgotten until I Saw the marker I'd put at page 57 is that Ke had confirmation from 

the best source in the world that you were raped, Lrina, who set you up for it. But what 

is impressive is that her accbunt confirms thal part of what you told them that “ailer 

used. 

I can think of no way any lawyer can finagle around that and that is magnified 

f 
I had decided earlier this morning to\“ddress this ina diferent way and I've begun 

by his Merezhinsky as that "prodigious liar" us Jin any forme 

it. th what I've written I wondered how Hailer could have put that on paper and how on 

just reading it Random Youse could have published it. They could not have helped notice 

what [. did and I can think of no defense against that. That led me to thinking of other



powsible explanations. ‘he only ones I can think of are that you would not sue because 

that is so costly and could be so embarrassing (They have faced that cost at least twice 

with Posner! 4 book and £ an confident that if it was not « loss to begin with it became 

that through the legal costs off those two suits alone. One «is up on appeal now, and 

that escalates their costse) and that perhaps they have what could be embarrassing 

to you that they did not use in the booke 

I cannot believe that ordinarily Random House would have gone for such vilification 

that Ll believe is libel aae or that their lawyers would not have couselled against 

publication if ite 

There is the additional factor ,that there is no legitimate reason for using it at 

all. in the book wich is to tell Oswald's story in the sense that he was impelled to 

kill the Prosident for the "faue" he would get from that. There just is no relevance and 

even if there were they eliminate that by saying that Lee did not know you were not a 

virgin. So that could not have had any meaning to hime 

What I am saying is that none of this makes sensee 

And that it docs seem almost to fenticing a lawsuit over it. 

Which I am not susgestinge 

At the same time you ngly want to Anquis into ite 

Fou may not even want te learn if as a matter of law you have a basis for a hit 

as I think you do. 

Loam going tow raise it onto independently with a lawyer friend who is one of 

my executors and whose practise is general, not specializede When 1 get his opinion Tui 

may want to include it in what I'm writing. dtl frte 

If you give this any# hought f£ call to your attentio what [ believe is turé, 

that any conference yo have with any lawyer is required to be kept confidential. also, 

if Random House "does business" in teas you can sue them there and not: in ‘ew York. That 

is a techiical thing but would not be aifficult to learn. If they can have a legal paper 

served on them in Texas they. "do business" therefi, as * understand it. You may not need 

a havyer or gol to any expense to léarn that. That wrll mean much ta them as it can to 

youe Lt will greatly increase their costs whether they win or lose. Perhaps there is 

a basis other than libel for suing them. Perhaps a different kind of suing for defa~ 

mations And in “Maryland the law has a provision that makes it a felony to charge any per- 

ome ae th boi intited: pie 1 at ally i has pat beev charged Vy bite (oo faked Deis That make 

Fe tel tt ense, a ye te Way trap Al Athen phan 

£ do not pretend a unyjiderstand this and + do not, not at all. 

And while as a mater of law, meanins: my very limited understanding of the law, it 

would seem that any suit would not clear Lee, I do think that if this went to trial 

that could easily became a relevant matter in what the lawyer could argues



that is because the stated basis for llailer's writing is that fulec was guilty 

waa his book is to explore and report on how it all came to passe 

| I am nof yet at my writing on that part of his book but Llssure you that if his 

life depended on making such a cuse Nailer would glose his life. 

Let me tell you a Little more not related to the above. 

liy wife has lost her siidyin typing but she has offered to retype this part of 

what + have written. I think I have a student who has a computer who can rewrite all of 

it after th. college years ends, as it will shortky. It will be quite some time if she 

docs flo the retyping, or if anyone else does, before she reaches this parte I want a 

fairly clear version in the event that may be a bit remote, that NuVER tay gets 

any attention. 4If that happens there may be sone interest in other of Nate tine 

In that event L'LL want something Not as ditficult toread as what + turn out. 

hot havee Tyig may have the chance that writing on theassassintion itself do 

I build no real hopes on this but I want to be ready in case it does happen. 

And for that reason, es 1 told Deborah in the interview she, will use iniitead of a 

review, which she asked of me and for which L do not want to nk the time from this 

writing, I do not want any of this used in any way that discourage any use of it where 

more people might be reachede 

0G 
at it 

until it is finished. If you would like to read it then L'1l be glad to syed you a copye 

by wife, who at 83 has a yeer on me, will Wot be able to work on the retyping 

Goudily. But absent anything that requires her imnediate attention ne LE, 

Deborah, also told me you had found some ervovs, I believe factual errors in that 

atrocity of a bool As you'll see I need nothing more to have a very powerful case 

against Moiler and his book but an indictment cannot be too,powerful and 1 might want 

to:dd it and I would, of course, also 11 like to knowe 

for I also repeat, I just can make no sense out of Mailer's writing this or of 

Random House's publication of it. And they are not crazy and they do have excellent coun- 

so}, Their asst phen ne te an used to be a New York Tes reporters She has to be 

a very good ye lawyer for them to even consider making her next to their top lawyer. And 

they do hire the most expensive outside cousel for litigatin® such casese 

I'll let this wait a day in the hope La perceive more of my inevitable mistakes. 

I repeat saying sonething | gaid in a different way: think if you decide to ex= 

plore any poss fbi iities of how else they mey be ablé to hurt youe When people dike them 

Het Into court they try very hard and tin eny way they can. I emphasize this because it 

wakes no sense at all that they published these irrevelevant and intendedly harmfuh 

defamationse Which to the best of my knowledge have not been mentioned in any review. 

WgVEX AGATI! Has been sent to youe If the index, Sincerely, ,/ 
which by uccident is not in the book, wat not tac 
included I can send you a conye
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OSWALD’S TALE / 441 

Given the huge discrepancy in other places between his manu- 

script and his testimony, it is obvious that De Mohrenschildt was 

working from one agenda in 1964 and another in 1977. Yet, on 

this specific point concerning the value of Oswald’s manuscript, 

his reactions are close to identical: It is the only place where there 

is agreement between testimony and manuscript. Even in 1977, 

De Mohrenschildt is still doing his best to shift attention away 

from the thought that he had any interest in Oswald’s manuscript. 

Evidence of interest, after all, could suggest the possibility that he 

had had a task to perform, and one part of it was, precisely, to 

obtain Oswald's fifty pages long enough to have a copy made and 

passed on to the proper people. So, he was still debating in 1977— 

out of fear, presumably, of how much he had to tell—whether to 

reveal his covert connections. Yet, a few weeks later, most desper- 

ate for money, he was ready to be interviewed in depth by Edward 

Epstein, although not wholly ready—his suicide interrupted his 

confession. Most of what he had to tell was now lost. 

It has to be understood that the Warren Commission in their 

own decorous fashion had been suspicious of George, and pur- 

sued the details of his biography with exceptional attention. There 

was so much, after all, to check up on. 

Having arrived in New York just before the Second World War 

began, De Mohrenschildt soon went to work for his cousin, Baron 

Konstantine Von Maydell, on a documentary about the Polish 

resistance. Yet, not too long after the partition of Poland in 1939 

between the Soviet Union and Germany, Maydell became a Nazi 

agent, or so he was later identified by the FBI. De Mohrenschildt, 

on his own declaration, was “collecting facts on people involved in 

pro-German activity” for another friend, Pierre Freyss, who was 

head of the Deuxiéme Bureau for French counterintelligence. De 

Mohrenschildt was almost certainly serving as a double agent in 

that period, but whether his primary allegiance was to the French 

or the Germans is another matter, 

maggie ee he tried to join the OSS, and his name 

pops up in the intelligence files of various countries over the next 

fifteen years, culminating finally in some serious connections with 

the CIA, most notably on geological surveys he did in Yugoslavia 

and West Africa to provide an overview of their oil resources. 

(Needless to say, it also involved much mapping of sensitive areas.) 

On his return from Yugoslavia in 1957, he was debriefed by J. Wal- 

ton Moore of the Domestic Contacts Division of the CIA in Dallas. 

he 
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Yi /) The Well-born Friend 

If there is any place where a narrative of Oswald’s life is bound to 

take on the seductive ambiguity of a spy novel, it is with the 
entrance into Lee’s affairs of Baron George De Mohrenschildt,' a 
tall, well-educated, powerful, handsome fifty-one-year-old with an 

incomparable biography. 

      

McMillan: ...born in Mozyr, Belorussia, in 1911... he 

was... fond of pointing out [that] he was...a mixture of 

Russian, Polish, Swedish, German, and Hungarian blood... 

the Mohrenschildts traced their ancestry back to the Baltic 

nobility at the time of Sweden’s Queen Christina—the proud- 

est nobility in all Russia. The men of the family had a right to 
be called “Baron,” but such were their liberal opinions that 

neither George’s father, Sergei von Mohrenschildt, nor his 

Uncle Ferdinand (first secretary of the czarist embassy in 

Washington, who married the daughter of William Gibbs 
McAdoo, Woodrow Wilson’s son-in-law and Secretary of the 

Treasury), nor George himself, nor his older brother Dmitry, 

ever made use of the title. 

Gary Taylor, who had been married to De Mohrenschildt’s 

daughter, Alexandra, offers a good description of the Baron: 

MR. TAYLOR. Uh—he is a rather overbearing personality; some- 

what boisterous in nature and easily changeable moods—any- 

where from extreme friendliness to downright dislike—just like 

turning on and off a light. 

MR. JENNER. What about his physical characteristics? . . . 

MR. TAYLOR. He’s a large man, in height only about 6’2” but he’s 
a very powerfully built man, like a boxer... And he has a very 

big chest which makes him appear to be very much bigger than 

he actually is... 

MR. JENNER. All right. Give me a little more about the personal- 
ity of George De Mohrenschildt. . . 

MR. TAYLOR. I would say that he has an inflammable personality. 

And he’s very likable, when he wants to be... 
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Not in a Million Years 

There is one place where De Mohrenschildt’s reactions in 1964 
and in 1977 do not conflict. It gives a clue. 

Oswald had his own manuscript, a fifty-page work in longhand 
(the first ten pages of which were typed by Pauline Bates a couple 
of days after he came back to America). It is an ungainly text, 
dense in its material, but does offer a closely seen view of exis- 
tence in the Soviet Union; at that time it would have been of some 
value to American intelligence: Oswald was offering a working-day 
perspective of life in Minsk that was percipient. (Indeed, a large 
part of his manuscript is printed in the Appendix.) 

Soon enough, he was induced to show these pages to his new 
friend George. 

Here is De Mohrenschildt’s account in 1977 of how he spoke to 
Oswald about the manuscript in 1962: 

“Your story is siniple and honest but it is very poorly writ- 
ten, It is deprived of any sensational revelations and it’s really 
pointless. Personally I like it because I know Minsk, but how 
many people know where Minsk is? And why should they 
have interest in your experiences? Tell me!” 

“Not many,” Lee agreed mildly. 
I did not say, not to offend him, that his grammar Was poor 

and his syntax was abominable. And those long, pompous 
words. . .! 

His remarks to the Warren Commissionin 1964 give much the 
same estimate: 

MR. DE MOHRENSCHILDT. . . . It was just a description of life in a 
factory in Minsk. Not terribly badly written, not particularly 
well... I just glanced through. I realized that it is not fit for 
publication. You can see it right away... 

MR. JENNER. It is horrible grammar? 

MR. DE MOHRENSCHILDT. Horrible grammar. 

MR. JENNER. And horrible spelling. 

MR. DE MOHRENSCHILDT. Yes.”   
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Herman Graf 5/4/95 
Carroll & Graf 
260 Fifth Aves, 

New fork, NY 10001 

Dear Herman, 

I have just finished the rough draft# of an excoriation of Norman Mailer like you 

cannot imagine. 1t is for a book tentatively titled Majler's Tales with the subbitie 

Of the JFK Assassination. It runs about 5-6,000 words as peat I can guess. I was motivated 

to do it ovt of sequence in this xwriting by a combination of Finder's so-called review 

in Book (dxra and two de Mohrenschildt chapters of Mailer's. Like most of his second 

¥olumé in Oswald's “ales it is fictional. But in this case he assassingted a #@ much6— 

abused dead man who could not responds I tell you about it in the eent you may want to. 
try ot place it where if accepted it can appear rapidly, like The Village Voice of New 

York magazine. Ni-ther of which + have seen in years. That would, if used, attract attan= 

tion to NEVER AGAIN! , 

While everybody seems to be going nuts af over what is a real monstrocity is a time 

that would be more likely to get a real controversy boing once it appeared almost any= 

place at alle 

n Or the other publications that asp appear fairly repidly of which t know I thin k 

the How York “eviw is out. 
What + have done albeit in haste is a solidly factual denunciation that few writers, 

especially any who have gotten two Pulitzers, have ever facede 

If I do not hear from you promptly I will assume that you have no int erost and if 

any other opport nity suggests or presents itself WA explore ite 

I do appreciate your phoning to tell me that the index was omitted by accident. By 

a different kind of accident that happened at the printer's with my second’ book in 1966. 

4s soon as L heard from you I wrote a dozen and ahelf letters to those with whom I work 

or who have helped me telling them of this acckdent and that I'll in time supply xeroxes 

rp ask some of them in turn to distribute furthers In thinking of this I wondered 

What the cost would be if the printer were to vfint a small number of them say 100, If 

youWwill, please try to learn this and let me know it may save me much work. I's rather 

use that time on Nailer, I guess tue I have maybe 35,000-40,000 words on paper alreadye 

Aside from his disgrace of a book it is already alite a story on him and on that 

Schiller "associate" of his it would deta hyenas and vultures to refer to as what he 

has spent a lifetime being, a *Seavengger W the title of his first book he paid someone 

else to write while referring to himself as a "journalist." 

Duat 
) Af
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with her unconscious daughter. She 
writes of her own Chilean childhood, the 
violent death of her uncle, Salvador Al- 
lende, and the family’s flight to Venezuela 
from the oppressive Pinochet regime. Al- 
lende explores her relationship with her 
own mother, documented in the hun- 
dreds of letters they exchanged since she 
left home. Allende later married—and 
divorced—an undemanding and loyal 
man and became a fierce feminist, re- 
belling against the constraints of tradi- 
tional Latin American society. lventually, 
hope waning, Allende and her son-in-law 
take the comatose Paula to California, 
where the author lives with her second 
husband. The climactic scenes of Paula's 
death in the rambling old house by the 
Pacific Ocean seem to take place in an- 
other time and space. Only a writer of Al- 
lende’s passion and skill could share her 
tragedy with her readers and leave them 
exhilarated and grateful. QPB selection. 
(May) 

Paula will launch the MarperLibras 

Wu [1s - RY 
SWALD'S TALE: An American 

Mystery 

Norman Mailer. Random, $30 (896p) 
ISBN 0-679-42535-7 

Mailer opines that Lee Harvey Oswald 
was a sincere Marxist, a nihilist and an 
inveterate liar who was motivated to as- 
sassinate John F. Kennedy in order to 
shake up the world, to create the condi- 
tions for a new kind of society superior 
to American capitalism or Soviet-style 
communism. Oswald, he suggests, was 
quite possibly the lone gunman, or at 
least may have thought. he was—in Mail- 
er’s scenario, “there nay | havé been other 
assassins present, Uiibeknownst to Os- 
wald, conspirators working for some 
other group. His @nconvincing analysis 

emerges from a labyrinthine p pastiche of 
KGB and FBI transcripts, recorded dia- 
logues, speculations, Oswald’s letters and 
diary excerpts, and government memos. 

    

\] Mailer interviewed Oswald’s widow, Ma- 

rina, and also spent months in Minsk in- 
terviewing Oswald’s Russian acquain- 
tances and co-workers as well as KGB 
officers. [eiemtiously y)applying the novel- 
istic techniques used to better effect in 
The Executioner’s Song, Mailer(ploddinely) 
recreates Oswald’s day-to-day éxistencé 
in the Soviet Union, then in New Orleans 
and Dallas in the months leading up to 
Kennedy's assassination. Ie hy pothesizes 
that Oswald was a provocateur playing a 
double-edged game with the U.S. and 
Russian intelligence communities to fur- 

vx HIDDEN TREASURES REVEALED: 
Impressionist Masterpieces and Other 

Important French Paintings Preserved 

by the State Hermitage Museum, St. 

Petersburg 

Albert Kostenevich. Abrams, $49.50 
(272p) ISBN 0-8109-3432-9 

An astonishing feast of unknown master- 
pieces, this glorious album is a historic 
event that deepens our understanding of 
modern art. I documents an exhibition at 
Russia's Hermitage Museum in St. Peters- 
burg, unveiling a large trove of French im- 
pressionist and post-impressionist paint- 
ings—by Monet, Renoir, Matisse, Pissarro, 
Degas, Gauguin, Van Gogh, Manet, 
‘Toulouse-Lautrec, Picasso, etc.—whose 
existence had been a carefully guarded se- 
cret for halfa century. The paintings were 
seized from German private collections 
during WW I and transferred to the Her- 
milage’s storage rooms. Many of these 
works have never been exhibited before, 
even in prewar times. Among the 74 full- 
page color plates are Van Gogh's psycho- 
logically charged White House at Night, 
painted six weeks before his death; Degas’s 
Interior with Two Figures, a symbolic 
drama of alienation between the sexes; vi- 
brant pictures made in ‘Tahiti by Gauguin; 
and canvases by Daumier, Delacroix, 
Edouard Vuillard, André Derain. 
Kostenevich, a Hermitage curator, has 
provided an extensive commentary on 

each picture. BOMC main selection. (May) 

THE HITE REPORT ON THE 
FAMILY: Growing Up Under 
Patriarchy 

Shere Hite. Grove/Atlantic, $22 (448p) 

ISBN 0-802 1-1570-5 

Ilite’s latest sex report, based on some 
3000 questionnaires completed by chil- 
dren and adults in 16 countries (50% 

from the U.S.), focuses on the child’s de- 

veloping psychosexual identity and the 
impact of this process on adulthood. Her 
guiding theme is that the patriarchal fam- 
ily is outmoded, sexist and authoritarian 
and suppresses openness between chil- 
dren and parents about the body. Unlike 
critics who decry a breakdown of the tra- 
ditional nuclear family, Hite argues that 
the rise of diverse new family structures 
signals a democratizing of the family and 
a growing concern for women’s and chil- 
dren’s rights. Her respondents’ testi- 
monies, organized around specific 
themes, touch on all manner of taboo 
subjects (e¢.g., the link between childhood 
spankings and adult sadomasochistic 
fantasies; parents’ erotic feelings for their 
children; sexual play between boys). For 

ther his own self-styled mission, Author “Tyost children, Hite claims, growing up in 
four, (May) 

  

) 
single-parent families is beneficial, par- 

ticularly for boys raised by their mothers. 
A manifesto masquerading as a scientific 
report, her in-depth, unusually frank sur- 
vey gives voice to some of the most close- 
ly guarded secrets and feelings of women, 
men, girls and boys struggling to define 
themselves sexually. 50,000 first printing; 
first serial to Ms. (March-April cover 
story); author tour. (May) 

IN THE TIME OF THE 
AMERICANS: FDR, Truman, 

Eisenhower, Marshall, MacArthur— 

The Generation That Changed 

America’s Role in the World 

David Fromkin. Knopf, $30 (640p) 
ISBN 0-394-58901-7 

Inspired by President Woodrow Wilson’s 
idealistic internationalism, three subse- 
quent U.S. presidents—Franklin Roo- 
sevelt, Harry ‘Truman, Dwight Eisenhow- 
er—steered Americans away from isola- 
tionism to support an active, major role 
for the U.S. on the world stage. Under 
their leadership, America helped defeat 
Hitler, waged a Cold War against Soviet 
tyranny and checked Chinese communist 
aggression in Korea. Fromkin’s dramatic, 
engaging political, military and diplomatic 
history yokes FDR, Truman and Ike in a 
group portrait with George Marshall, ar- 
chitect of America’s postwar financial pro- 
gram to reconstruct Western Europe, and 
General Douglas MacArthur, WW IL hero 
and commander of U.S, and U.N. forces in 
Korea. In a panoramic canvas peopled by 
George Kennan, Joseph Kennedy, John 
Foster Dulles, Felix Frankfurter, William 
Randolph Hearst and many others, 
Fromkin (A Peace to End All Peace) argues 

that America, acting with mixed motives 
but without imperial designs, opposed 
Europe’s imperialisms, whether British, 
German, French or Soviet, and played a 
key role in destroying them. Fromkin is a 
Boston University professor of interna- 
tional relations, history and law. (May) 

‘SPOTTED DICK, S‘IL VOUS 
PLAIT’’: 
An English Restaurant in France 

‘Tom Higgins. Soho (Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux, dist.), $22 (256p) ISBN 1- 
56947-032-4 

The idea of a restaurant specializing in 
English food was a joke to the people of 
Lyons, gastronomic center of France. 
‘Typified by overcooked meats and vegeta- 
bles, soggy puddings and revolting jellies, 
English food was not dignified as a cui- 
sine at all by the Lyonnais. But Higgins 
and his wife, Sue, loved the city and, hav- 
ing always wanted to run a restaurant, ig- 

nored all warnings and found a house ina 
low-rent section of town, where they lived


